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What’s New?
We have invested in a new fibre optic cable for our small
operating microscope. We use this piece of equipment frequently for examining inside rabbit and rodent mouths and
performing dentals on these small animals where magnification helps greatly with the procedure. It is also useful for
examining some of our smaller patients.
Our Third Consulting Room is now up and running as a
Nurses Treatment Room. Patients can be admitted and discharged by the Nursing staff in a private area away from
the main waiting room. Any concerns you may have can be
discussed with the Nursing team and they will refer the pet
to a Veterinary Surgeon if necessary.
We have for some time used ear thermometers to record the
temperature of our patient (particularly dogs and cats).
These allow us to record the body temperature of most patients in a way that is more tolerated than the usual rectal
thermometers. We now have new ear thermometers for the
consulting rooms, which
promise to be even more
accurate. It has been
found that the temperature recorded at the tympanic membrane correlates well with the internal body temperature.
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Staff News

Raw Pet Food Regulations

Samantha has moved on to another practice nearer
to her home to continue her studies and we wish
her all the best with her future career. This means
we will be short of nursing staff until we fill this
position so please bear with us at busy times!
Noemie and Daniella attended the London Vet
Show at the end of November to attend lectures in
the most recent advances in Veterinary Medicine.
Martin has attended the Veterinary Ophthalmology
Conference in Baltimore in October and has come
back with fresh ideas for improving patient outcomes with ophthalmic surgery.
Laura and Lily are continuing with their studies
towards the Veterinary Nursing Level 3 Diploma.
Lauren has started a distance learning course to
obtain her Veterinary Care Assistant qualification
with Lynne as her mentor.

It is becoming popular for dogs and cats to be
fed on raw meat diets as a “natural” alternative
to regular tinned or dry commercial diets. It is
important to distinguish a commercially prepared raw diet from a homemade one. There are
many regulations governing the production of
raw food for pets to ensure the product is safe
and does not contain harmful bacteria such as
Salmonella. Surprisingly there are fewer regulations governing the sale of raw meat for humans
as it is intended to be cooked thereby destroying
the bacteria. It is important, therefore, not to give
raw meat from the supermarket to your pet dog
or cat. It can be difficult to ensure a balanced
diet when preparing raw food at home whereas
the commercially prepared diet has to conform
to standards for the content of Protein, Carbohydrate, Fats and minerals and vitamins. Any
changes you make should be done gradually to
avoid stomach upsets.
If you would like advice regarding feeding your
pet please make an appointment to discuss this
with one of our Veterinary Surgeons.

Christmas Dangers for Parrots
We have often given warnings about the dangers of
Christmas to our pet dogs
and cats but parrots are also
at risk if they are allowed
free access to the home at
Christmas time. Dangers
mainly lie in the seasonal
greenery that we like to decorate our homes with.
Azaleas, Lilies, Amaryliis, Hyacinths and
Iris should be kept
well away from your
parrot’s cage. The
berries on mistletoe
and Holly can also be
attractive to birds but
can harm your parrot. The pine needles of real
Christmas trees also harbour toxins harmful to
your pet parrot.
Keep your pets safe this Christmas season and
keep decorations out of their reach!

Possibly our longest registered patient?
At Lawton and Stoakes we pride ourselves in having clients that have been
registered with us for many years. However, at the end of this summer we saw a
tortoise for a pre-hibernation check that
had previously been brought to us by the
current owner’s mother in 1990! The current owner has kept detailed records of
weights and appetite and hibernation
dates going back to the 1970’s. What a
pleasure it was to see this tortoise was
still going strong!
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KIDS
CORNER
Daniella has
devised a
fiendishly
difficult
Christmas
themed
Wordsearch.
Can you find all
the animals in
the Christmas
Tree?

Should Britain have a Positive Exotics List?
What is a Positive Exotics List?
Currently there are few legal restrictions on the keeping of Exotic animals as pets. With over 4000 species available in the pet
trade there is an enormous choice for the pet keeper. There is
currently a negative list of Exotic species that may not be kept
in captivity usually due to the restriction of sales to the pet trade
of species endangered in the wild covered by CITES
(Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species). However, many more exotic species are
not suited to life in captivity leading to premature death and suffering.
A positive list would limit the keeping of Exotics to those species that are able to cope with life in
captivity and whose basic care needs are well known and can be provided in a captive setting and
those that are not endangered in the wild. Also potential harmful effects on the human population
and native wildlife should the pet escape would be taken into consideration. Belgium and the Netherlands have already adopted this system. Is it time for a positive list in Britain?
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Exotic Spot
Pine Snake (Pituophis Spp)
There are 3 Species of this commonly kept pet
snake: The Common Pine Snake, The Luisianna
Pine Snake and the Mexican Pine Snake. Many are
bred in captivity. They are typically large snakes
growing to 8ft in length and are heavily built. They
can live up to 20years. Because of their size and
curious nature they require a large enclosure such as
a 55-75 Gallon tank with a secure screen top. Furniture within the enclosure should include a place to
hide and branches to climb which must be secure as
well as a heavy based water dish as they like to
drink a lot.
The substrate can be reptile carpet which is easy to
clean although ground bark a few inches deep will allow burrowing behaviour but is difficult to maintain.
UV light is not considered necessary for snakes however providing a UV light source for 12 hours a
day allows the natural colours of the snake to shine.
These snakes need to be kept at 80-85F with slightly lower night-time temperatures and this should be
provided by an overhead heat source with an appropriate guard. A thermostat will prevent the risk of
overheating.
These snakes are fast growing and need feeding twice weekly with a couple of appropriately sized
prey items. They should not be fed while shedding as this often leads to regurgitation. Care must be
taken not to over or under feed- the skeleton of the snake should not be visible neither should any skin
between the scales which would indicate the snake is overweight.
These snakes are relatively tame if used to handling, however they are voracious feeders and may
mistake their keepers arm as prey and strike so they should always be approached with caution!

Star Pet
Smokey deserves a mention in our Newsletter as he helped
to save the life of a hedgehog in his owners garden in the
Autumn. The hedgehog was stuck in a 2ft deep drain and
Smokey kept fussing around the drain until his owners
investigated.
Initially the hedgehog was rolled up tightly in a ball but it
soon wandered off happily hopefully to find a more suitable
hibernating spot!
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